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Collection
Adult Audiobooks

Adult Non Fiction
Books

Author



Attenborough, David, 1926-



Bloom, Rachel, 1987-




Byrne, Rhonda.
Caputo, Theresa.



Christakis, Nicholas A.



Cooper, Becky



Dalai Lama XIV, 1935-



Drummond, Ree.



Fox, Michael J., 1961-



Frampton, Peter.



Fung, Jason.





Kendi, Ibram X.
Kravitz, Lenny.
Lauder, Leonard A.





Michaelis, David, 1957Obama, Barack.
Osnos, Evan, 1976-



Parton, Dolly.



Patterson, James, 1947-






Rapinoe, Megan, 1985Sedaris, David.
Seward, Ingrid.
Smarsh, Sarah



Strzok, Peter, 1970-



Tate, Christie



Terkeurst, Lysa



Wiedeman, Reeves



Wolkoff, Stephanie Winston,
1971-









Ahlquist, Diane



Amen, Daniel G.




Baron, Hazel
Bascaramurty, Dakshana
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Title
Barack Obama [sound recording] : the 60 Minutes
interviews /
A life on our planet [sound recording] : my witness
statement and a vision for t
I want to be where the normal people are [sound
recording] /
The greatest secret [sound recording] /
Good mourning [sound recording] : moving through
everyday losses with wisdom fro
Apollo's arrow [sound recording] : the profound and
enduring impact of coronavir
We keep the dead close [sound recording] : a murder
at Harvard and a half centur
Our only home [sound recording] : a climate appeal
to the world /
Frontier follies [sound recording] : adventures in
marriage & motherhood in the
No time like the future : [sound recording] : an
optimist considers mortality /
Do you feel like I do? [sound recording] : a memoir /

Pub Date
[2020]

The cancer code [sound recording] : a revolutionary
new understanding of a medic
How to be an antiracist [sound recording] /
Let love rule [sound recording] /
The company I keep [sound recording] : my life in
beauty /
Eleanor [sound recording] /
A promised land [sound recording] /
Joe Biden [sound recording] : the life, the run, and
what matters now /
Dolly Parton, songteller [sound recording] : my life in
lyrics /
Murder of innocence : [sound recording] : true-crime
thrillers /
One life [sound recording] /
The best of me [sound recording] /
Prince Philip revealed [sound recording] /
She come by it natural [sound recording] : Dolly
Parton and the women who lived
Compromised [sound recording] : counterintelligence
and the threat of Donald J.
Group [sound recording] : how one therapist and a
circle of strangers saved my l
Forgiving what you can't forget [sound recording] :
discover how to move on, mak
Billion dollar loser [sound recording] : the epic rise
and spectacular fall of A
Melania and me [sound recording] : the rise and fall
of my friendship with the F

[2020]

150 nature hot spots in Canada : the best parks,
conservation areas and wild pla
Big : stories about life in plus-sized bodies /
Making the best of it : women and girls of Canada
and Newfoundland during the Se
Performance costume : new perspectives and
methods /
The best of America's Test Kitchen : the year's best
recipes, equipment reviews,
The complete dog breed book /
The moon + you : your guide to finding energy,
balance, and healing with the pow
The end of mental illness : how neuroscience is
transforming psychiatry and help
My mother, a serial killer /
This is not the end of me : lessons on living from a
dying man /

[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]

[2019]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]

2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2021.
[2006]2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
Books

Title
Like a boy but not a boy : navigating life, mental
health, and parenthood outsid
Beyond Faberge
Don't overthink it : make easier decisions, stop
second-guessing, and bring more
An autobiography of the autobiography of reading /
Rethink chronic pain : relieve suffering, heal your
body, own your health /
The wreck of HMS Speedy : the tragedy that shook
Upper Canada /
#veryfat #verybrave : the fat girl's guide to being
#brave and not a dejected, m
The greatest secret /
Too much : how Victorian constraints still bind women
today /
The 7 habits of highly effective people : powerful
lessons in personal change /
The 2-hour job search : using technology to get the
right job faster /
Cyrus the Great : conqueror, liberator, anointed one /
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Author
Bennett, Andrea

Pub Date
[2020]




Betteley, Marie
Bogel, Anne, 1978-




Brand, Dionne, 1953Brouillard, Gaetan.



Buchanan, Dan, 1951-



Byer, Nicole,




Byrne, Rhonda.
Cote, Rachel Vorona.



Covey, Stephen R.



Dalton, Steve, 1976-



Dando-Collins, Stephen.





Dawn, Amber, 1974Deibert, Ronald,
Diamandis, Peter H.



Douglas, John E.



Ekelund, Torbjørn Lysebo.

My art is killing me : and other poems /
Reset: reclaiming the Internet for civil society /
The future is faster than you think : how converging
technologies are transformi
The killer's shadow : the FBI's hunt for a white
supremacist serial killer /
In praise of paths : walking through time and nature /



Emanuel, Ezekiel

Which Country Has the World's Best Health Care /





Everett, Rupert.
Feaver, William.
Fuller, Pamela

Oct.2020
Jan.2021
2020.



Garfield, Simon.

To the End of the World
Lives of Lucian Freud
The leader's guide to unconscious bias : how to
reframe bias, cultivate connecti
Dog's best friend : the story of an unbreakable bond /




Gill, Ravneet
Graham, Karen

Sep.2020
[2020]



Grinshpan, Eden



Grzych, Heather, 1977-





Gutekunst, Christina
Hansen, Emma, 1990Heighton, Steven, 1961-



Henry, Bonnie.




Henry, Mari Lyn
Higginbotham, Adam




Hill, Elizabeth F., 1958Holland, Judy, 1959-



House, Jennifer, 1980-




Huerta, Daniel P.
Hunter, Michael (Chef)



Hutton, June, 1954-



Jaccard, Mark Kenneth.





Jago, Maxim
Jessop, Bob
Johnson, Ayana Elizabeth

Pastry Chef's Guide
Complete diabetes guide : advice for managing type 2
diabetes /
Eating out loud : bold Middle Eastern flavors for all
day, every day /
The ayurvedic guide to fertility : a natural approach to
getting pregnant /
Voice Into Acting
Still : a memoir of love, loss, and motherhood /
Reaching Mithymna : among the volunteers and
refugees on Lesvos /
Soap and water & common sense : the definitive
guide to viruses, bacteria, paras
Total Actor
Midnight in Chernobyl : the untold story of the world's
greatest nuclear disaste
All 'bout Canada : a compendium of Canadiana /
HappiNest : finding fulfillment when your kids leave
home /
Baby food in an Instant Pot : 125 quick, simple and
nutritious recipes for babie
Seven traits of effective parenting /
The hunter chef cookbook : hunt, fish, and forage in
over 100 recipes /
Four umbrellas : a couple's journey into young-onset
Alzheimer's /
The citizen's guide to climate success : overcoming
myths that hinder progress /
Adobe Premiere Pro : 2020 release /
Key Sociological Thinkers
All We Can Save

Dec.2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020

[2020]

2020.
[2020]
Feb.2021
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
Jul.2021
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
Jan.2020
Sep.2020

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020
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Adult Non Fiction
Books
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Author
Johnson, Harold, 1957-

Title
Cry wolf : inquest into the true nature of a predator /

Pub Date
[2020]



Jones, David L., 1953-

[2020]



Jorsvik, Connie






Jouhanneau, Ann-Sophie
Kern, Leslie, 1975Kingsolver, Barbara.
Klein, Seth, 1968-





Lancaster, Jen
Lawson, Nigella
LeBlanc, Tyler, 1989-



Levine, Liz, 1976-



Lou, Ethan



Manning, Preston, 1942-



Mars, Roman




Matheson, Matty
Matlow, Rachel



McClung, Nellie L., 1873-1951

Railway nation : tales of Canadian Pacific--the world's
greatest travel system /
Advance care planning : prepare for serious illness by
sharing your wishes for f
Kisses and Croissants
Feminist city /
How to fly (in ten thousand easy lessons) : poetry /
A good war : mobilizing Canada for the climate
emergency /
Welcome to the United States of Anxiety /
Cook, Eat, Repeat
Acadian driftwood : one family and the Great
Expulsion /
Nobody ever talks about anything but the end : a
memoir /
Field notes from a pandemic : a journey through a
suspended world /
Do something! : 365 ways you can strengthen
Canada /
The 99% invisible city : a field guide to the hidden
world of everyday design /
Matty Matheson: Home Style Cookery
Dead mom walking : a memoir of miracle cures and
other disasters /
The stream runs fast : my own story /







McKenna, Clodagh.
McNear, Claire
McWatt, Tessa
Michaelis, David.
Miller, David, 1958-



Molesso, Ashley




Moody, John (Homesteader)
Mosley, Michael, 1957-



Myrie, Diana M.



Nicholas, Chani




Nissenberg, Gilda.
O'Ree, Willie, 1935-



Otto, Friederike



Pablo Cruz, Rosayra




Palmater, Pamela D. 1970Pantley, Elizabeth.



Pateguana, Nadia Brito, 1977-



Paton, Chris







Regular, Nuit
Res, Barbara A
Richardson, Sarah, 1971Robertson, David, 1977Rupp, Rebecca.





Sensoy, Ozlem
Sheffey, Brian
Shellenberger, Michael.



Sherman, Casey, 1969-

Clodagh's Weeknight Kitchen
Answers in the Form of Questions
Shame on me : an anatomy of race and belonging /
Eleanor /
Solved : how the world's great cities are fixing the
climate crisis /
The gay agenda : a modern queer history & handbook
/
DIY sourdough /
Fast asleep : improve brain function, lose weight,
boost your mood, reduce stres
Overcome lack and step into abundance! Your
ultimate guide to financial freedom
You were born for this : astrology for radical selfacceptance /
Complete Spanish grammar /
Willie : the game-changing story of the NHL's first
black player /
Angry weather : heat waves, floods, storms, and the
new science of climate chang
The book of Rosy : a mother's story of separation at
the border /
Warrior life : indigenous resistance & resurgence /
The no-cry sleep solution : gentle ways to help your
baby sleep through the nigh
The PCOS plan : prevent and reverse polycystic ovary
syndrome through diet and f
Tracing Your Scottish Family History on the Internet
Kiin /
Tower of Lies
Past + present /
Black Water : family, legacy, and blood memory /
Home learning year by year : how to design a
creative and comprehensive homescho
Why Take Media Seriously?
Practical Genealogy
Apocalypse never : why environmental alarmism
hurts us all /
Hunting Whitey : the inside story of the capture &
killing of America's most wan

2020.
Apr.2021
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
Apr.2021
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
Sep.2020
2020.
c2007.
Feb.2021
Nov.2020
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
May.2020
2020
Nov.2020
2020.
[2020]
2020.
Mar.2021
May.2020
[2020]
[2020]
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Collection
Adult Non Fiction
Books

Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Small, Sami Jo




Smith, Philip
Soh, Debra



Stacey, Michelle.




Stanton, Brandon.
Terkeurst, Lysa




Tyson-Ward, Sue.
Urquhart, Emily.



van de Geyn, Lisa




Vidan, Aida
Waltner-Toews, David, 1948-




Walton, natalie
Zakaria, Fareed.
































Title
The role I played : Canada's greatest Olympic hockey
team /
Durkheim and After
The end of gender : debunking the myths about sex
and identity in our society /
The complete guide to keto : the never hungry diet /
Humans /
Forgiving what you can't forget : discover how to
move on, make peace with painf
Basic Portuguese /
The age of creativity : art, memory, my father, and
me /
Babies : how to afford your bundle of joy : a CPA
Canada book /
Beginner's Croatian with Online Audio
On pandemics : deadly diseases from bubonic plague
to coronavirus /
Still
Ten Lessons for a Post-Pandemic World

150 nature hot spots in Canada : the best parks,
conservation areas and wild pla
50 greatest Bond cars /
97 things every Java programmer should know :
collective wisdom from the experts
A history of magic, witchcraft & the occult /
Alone together : love, grief, and comfort in the time
of COVID-19 /
Amish baking : traditional recipes for bread, cookies,
cakes, and pies /
Anatomy of exercise for women : a trainer's guide to
exercise for women /
And we came outside and saw the stars again :
writers from around the world on t
Anxiety : mediations on the anxious mind.
Before the usual time : a collection of Indigenous
stories and poems /
Beyond survival : strategies and stories from the
transformative justice movemen
Big : stories about life in plus-sized bodies /
Botanical art techniques : a comprehensive guide to
watercolor, graphite, colore
Bourbon, ribs and rubs : the magic of cooking low
and slow.
Composers : their lives and works /
Cooking for one : scaled recipes, no-waste solutions,
and time-saving tips /
Everyday hockey heroes. Volume II : more inspiring
stories about our great game
Financial success for women by women /
Forever Terry : a legacy in letters /
How management works : the concepts visually
explained /
The 500 hidden secrets of Toronto.
The American crisis : what went wrong, how we
recover /
The art of the black dress /
The best of America's Test Kitchen : the year's best
recipes, equipment reviews,
The complete classical music guide /
The complete guitar manual : the beginner's guide to
playing the guitar /
The crochet book.
The decadent vegetable cookbook : over 150
satisfying meatless recipes.
Work Anywhere Together [pbk.]
Zoom For Dummies [pbk.]
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Pub Date
[2020]
May.2020
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020].
Mar.2020
[2020]
May.2020
Oct.2020

2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]2020.
2020.
[2006]2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Aalto, Kathryn (Landscape
designer and writer)
Aaron, Elaine.




Abascal, Macarena.
Adams, Eric L.



Adewumi, Tani, 2010-



Ahlquist, Diane



Al-Kadhi, Amrou




Alcantara, Melissa.
Allen, Brigette




Allison, Courtney.
Allport, Alan, 1970-




Alter, Jonathan.
Amen, Daniel G.




An, Angus
Anand, Madhur, 1971-



Anastasia, George.




Anders, Elouise
Andre, Rae.




Ankeny, Matthew.
Anthes, Emily.



Antin, Evan



April, Craig



Aral, Sinan



Aron, Elaine.





Arsenault, Kerri
Attenborough, David
Ault, Diana



Austin, Rosanne



Axtell, Paul



Azinge, Valerie



Azzarito, Amy



Bae, Paul




Bagot, Odile
Bain, Andrew, 1970-




Bain, Carolyn
Baldwin, Ned






Barkley, Russell A., 1949Baron, Hazel
Barrett, Lisa Feldman.
Barron, James H. (Journalist)



Bartlett, Graham (Retired
police officer)
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Title
Writing wild : women poets, ramblers, and mavericks
who shape how we see the nat
The highly sensitive person : how to thrive when the
world overwhelms you /
150 new best of the best house ideas /
Healthy at last : a plant-based approach to preventing
and reversing diabetes an
My name is Tani ... and I believe in miracles : the one
boy's journey from refug
The moon + you : your guide to finding energy,
balance, and healing with the pow
Life as a unicorn : a journey from shame to pride and
everything in between /
Fit gurl : the total-body turnaround program /
Living without plastic : more than 100 easy swaps for
home, travel, dining, holi
French country cottage inspired gatherings /
Britain at bay : the epic story of the Second World
War, 1938-1941 /
His very best : Jimmy Carter, a life /
The end of mental illness : how neuroscience is
transforming psychiatry and help
Maenam : a fresh approach to Thai cooking /
This red line goes straight to your heart : a memoir in
halves /
Doctor dealer : a doctor high on greed, a biker gang
high on opioids, and the wo
Drinks on the Lanai /
Lead for the planet : five practices for confronting
climate change /
Lonely Planet's global chocolate tour /
The great indoors : the surprising science of how
buildings shape our behavior,
World Wild Vet: Encounters in the Animal Kingdom /

Pub Date
2020.

The anxiety getaway : how to outsmart your brain's
false fear messages and claim
The hype machine : how social media disrupts our
elections, our economy, and our
The highly sensitive parent : be brilliant in your role,
even when the world ove
Mill town : reckoning with what remains /
Journeys to the Other Side of the World /
Cook anime : eat like your favorite character--from
bento to yakisoba /
Am I the reason I'm not getting pregnant? : the
Fearlessly Fertile method for cl
Make meetings matter : how to turn meetings from
status updates to remarkable co
30-minute low-carb dinners : 75 easy-to-prepare
meals that are healthy, deliciou
The elements of a home : the curious histories behind
everyday household objects
You suck, sir : chronicles of a high school English
teacher and the smartass stu
Your vagina : everything you need to know! /
Epic bike rides of Europe : explore the continent's
most thrilling cycling route
A guide to life : wisdom from the world's cultures /
How to dress an egg : surprising and simple ways to
cook dinner /
12 principles for raising a child with ADHD /
My mother, a serial killer /
Seven and a Half Lessons About the Brain /
The Greek connection : the life of Elias
Demetracopoulos and the untold story of
Babes in the wood : two girls murdered, a guilty man
walks free, can the police

[2020]

[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020

[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2021]
2020.
2020
[2020]
2020.

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Bascaramurty, Dakshana



Bashan, Nir



Basting, Anne Davis, 1965-



Begay, Odessa




Behrens, Julia.
Bell, Rob, 1970-




Belton, Claire
Bemis, Andrea.




Benedict, Jeff.
Bennett, Andrea



Bergman, Charles



Berkowitz, Joe, 1980-



Berman, Jonathan M.




Bertelsen, Aaron
Bertsche, Rachel.




Beyers, Daryl
Bianchi, Marco, 1978-




Bigler, Jennifer
Bippen, Jessica



Blackmore, Mary Jayne, 1983-



Blackstock, Jeff



Bloom, Evan



Blyth, Lois




Boardman, Adam Allsuch.
Bodin, Tori.



Bogel, Anne, 1978-



Bohme, Madelaine.



Boileau, Josee, 1962-



Boin, Douglas.



Bowe, John.



Bowen, Carol.



Bradbury, Laura




Brand, Dionne, 1953Braniff, Angela



Bredesen, Dale E.







Bretherton, Caroline.
Brotherton, Rob.
Brown, Brene.
Brown, Craig, 1957Brown, Janie (Nurse)

Title
This is not the end of me : lessons on living from a
dying man /
The creator mindset : 92 tools to unlock the secrets
to innovation, growth, and
Creative care : a revolutionary approach to dementia
and elder care /
The language of flowers : a fully illustrated
compendium of meaning, literature,
Essential herbs /
Everything is spiritual : who we are and what we're
doing here /
Let's bake! : a Pusheen cookbook /
Local dirt : seasonal recipes for eating close to home /
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Pub Date
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]

The dynasty /
Like a boy but not a boy : navigating life, mental
health, and parenthood outsid
Every penguin in the world : a quest to see them all /

2020.
[2020]

American cheese : an indulgent odyssey through the
artisan cheese world /
Anti-vaxxers : how to challenge a misinformed
movement /
Grow Fruit and Vegetables in Pots /
The kids are in bed : finding time for yourself in the
chaos of parenting /
New Gardener's Handbook /
Cucinare : healthy and authentic Italian cooking for
the whole family /
101 incredible gluten-free recipes /
Collagen: Self-Care Secrets to Eat, Drink, and Glow /

[2020]

Balancing Bountiful : what I learned about feminism
from my polygamist grandmoth
Murder in the family : how the search for my
mother's killer led to my father /
Eat something : a Wise Sons cookbook : for Jews who
like food and food lovers wh
Be happy : hang on to your happiness and live a
more joyous life /
An illustrated history of UFOs /
CBD & chill : 75 self-care recipes for everyday
wellness /
Don't overthink it : make easier decisions, stop
second-guessing, and bring more
Ancient bones : unearthing the astonishing new story
of how we became human /
Because they were women : the Montreal Massacre -December 6, 1989 /
Alaric the Goth : an outsider's history of the fall of
Rome /
I have something to say : mastering the art of public
speaking in an age of disc
The bariatric bible : your essential companion to
weight loss surgery /
Bisous & brioche : classic French recipes and family
favorites from a life in Fr
An autobiography of the autobiography of reading /
Love without borders : how bold faith opens the door
to embracing the unexpected
The end of Alzheimer's program : the first protocol to
enhance cognition and rev
Illustrated step-by-step baking /
Bad news : why we fall for fake news /
The gifts of imperfection /
150 glimpses of the Beatles /
Radical acts of love : how we find hope at the end of
life /

[2020]

[2020]

[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020
2020.
2020.
2020

2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Brown, Sarah L.





Bruni, Amy
Brzezinski, Mika.
Buchaca, John.







































Title
The cat : a natural and cultural history /

Life with the Afterlife /
Comeback Careers /
Starting & running a small business for Canadians allin-one /
Buchanan, Dan, 1951The wreck of HMS Speedy : the tragedy that shook
Upper Canada /
Bulsiewicz, Will
Fiber fueled : the plant-based gut health program for
losing weight, restoring y
Burd, Barry.
Android Programming For Dummies All-In-One /
[pbk.]
Burke, Brian, 1955Burke's law : a life in hockey /
Burke, Nicole
Kitchen Garden Revival /
Burney, Derek H. 1939Braver Canada : shaping our destiny in a precarious
world /
Burns, David D.
Feeling great : the revolutionary new treatment for
depression and anxiety /
Burns, John
Kinfolk Garden: How to Live with Nature /
Buttigieg, Chasten, 1989I have something to tell you : a memoir /
Byer, Nicole,
#veryfat #verybrave : the fat girl's guide to being
#brave and not a dejected, m
Byrne, Rhonda.
The greatest secret /
Cabeca, Anna.
Keto-green 16 : the fat-burning power of ketogenic
eating + the nourishing stren
Cabot, Heather
The new chardonnay : the unlikely story of how
marijuana went mainstream /
Caesar, Ed.
The moth and the mountain : a true story of love,
war, and Everest /
Calderone, Athena
Live Beautiful /
Campbell, Colin, Lady, 1949Meghan and Harry : the real story /
Campbell, Kim, 1958Gentle on my mind : in sickness and in health with
Glen Campbell /
Campo, Riku
I am beauty : timeless skincare and beauty for
women 40 and over /
Canelo, Diala
Diala's kitchen : plant-forward and pescatarian
recipes inspired by home and tra
Cannell, Michael
A brotherhood betrayed : the man behind the rise and
fall of Murder, Inc. /
Caparros, Martin, 1957Hunger : the oldest problem /
Carlsen, Spike, 1952A walk around the block : stoplight secrets,
mischievous squirrels, manhole myst
Carmichael, Jacqueline Larson. Heard amid the guns : true stories from the Western
Front, 1914-1918 /
Carr, Hilda
Carve Your Clay /
Carver, Courtney,
Project 333 : the minimalist fashion challenge that
proves less really is so muc
Caslen, Robert L., Jr., 1953The character edge : leading and winning with
integrity /
Chapek, Kabran
Concussion rescue : a comprehensive program to heal
traumatic brain injury /
Chauhan, Maneet.
Chaat : the best recipes from the kitchens, markets,
and railways of India /
Chen, Angela, 1991Ace : what asexuality reveals about desire, society,
and the meaning of sex /
Cheney, Terri
Modern Madness: An Owner's Manual /
Christakis, Nicholas A.
Apollo's Arrow /
Christian, Brian, 1984The alignment problem : machine learning and
human values /
Church, Dawson, 1956Bliss brain : the neuroscience of remodeling your
brain for resilience, creativi
Ciampa, Rob.
YouTube Channels For Dummies / [pbk.]
Clancy, Zachary
CBD Oil: Self-Care Secrets to Hemp-Derived Wellness
/
Clark, Heather L.
Red comet : the short life and blazing art of Sylvia
Plath /
Clark, Melissa.
Kid in the kitchen : 100 recipes and tips for young
home cooks /
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Pub Date
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020.
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020
2020.
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Clark, Philip



Clarkson, Sally.

Title
Dave Brubeck /



Awaking wonder : opening your child's heart to the
beauty of learning /
Coady, Teresa, 1956Rebuilding Earth : designing ecoconscious habitats for
humans /
Cockburn, Patrick, 1950War in the age of Trump : the defeat of Isis, the fall
of the Kurds, the conflic
Cohen, Leah (Chef)
Lemongrass & lime : Southeast Asian cooking at
home /
Cook, Jodie
Instagram Rules /
Cook, Tim
Canada 1919: A Nation Shaped by War /
Cooper, Afua.
Black matters /
Copeland, Sarah (Food expert) Instant family meals : delicious dishes from your slow
cooker, pressure cooker,
Corriher, Shirley O.
Kitchenwise : essential food science for home cooks /



Coucquyt, Peter







Couture, Christa, 1978Creamer, Chris
Crozier, Lorna, 1948Cuomo, Andrew M., 1957Curry, Michael B.



Danesi, Marcel, 1946-



Darby, Andrew



Daum, Kevin.





Davidson, Jane, 1957Davis Catherine,
De La Rosa, Ralph



Deb, Sopan



Decker, Jessie James, 1988-





Deibert, Ronald,
Derrickson, Ronald M.
Desus Nice



Diamandis, Peter H.




Dickie, John
Dobelli, Rolf



Doocy, Steve.



Dorsey, Jason R.



Douglas, John E.



Douglas, Susan J. 1950-



Downs, Maggie,



Downs, Robyn Conley, 1980-




Doyle, Alan, 1969Dreher, Rod.



Du Mez, Kristin Kobes,



Dubrow, Heather Kent.



Dupuich, Jonas, 1971-









The art & science of foodpairing : 10,000 flavour
matches that will transform th
How to lose everything : a memoir /
Fabric of the Game /
Through the garden : a love story (with cats) /
American crisis /
Love is the way : holding on to hope in troubling
times /
The art of the lie : how the manipulation of language
affects our minds /
Flight lines : across the globe on a journey with the
astonishing ultramarathon
12 lessons in business leadership : insights from the
championship career of Tom
#FutureGen : lessons from a small country /
Let's Play Outdoors /
Don't tell me to relax : emotional resilience in the age
of rage, feels, and fre
Missed translations : meeting the immigrant parents
who raised me /
Just feed me : simply delicious recipes from my heart
to your plate /
Reset: reclaiming the Internet for civil society /
Fight or submit : standing tall in two worlds /
God-level knowledge darts : life lessons from the
Bronx /
The future is faster than you think : how converging
technologies are transformi
Craft: how Freemasons made the modern world /
Stop Reading the News: A Manifesto for a Happier,
Calmer and Wiser Life /
The happy in a hurry cookbook : 100-plus fast and
easy new recipes that taste li
Zconomy : how Gen Z will change the future of
business--and what to do about it
The killer's shadow : the FBI's hunt for a white
supremacist serial killer /
In our prime : how older women are reinventing the
road ahead /
Braver than you think : around the world on the trip
of my (mother's) lifetime /
The feel good effect : reclaim your wellness by finding
small shifts that create
All together now /
Live not by lies : a manual for Christian dissidents /
Jesus and John Wayne : how white evangelicals
corrupted a faith and fractured a
The Dubrow Keto fusion diet : the ultimate plan for
interval eating and sustaina
The little book of bonsai : an easy guide to caring for
your bonsai tree /
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North Atlantic
Books, [2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Dyson, George, 1953-




Echols, Damien.
Edelman, Hope.



Edgley, Ross



Edwards, Betty, 1926-



Egan, David, 1977-




Eisner, Jeffrey
Ekelund, Torbjørn Lysebo.



Eldredge, John, 1960-




Emerzian, Matthew
Eskridge, Greta, 1976-




Eyman, Scott, 1951Fagone, Michelle.



Farmer, Paul, 1959-




Favell, Diane
Feldeisen, Bruno




Feldman, Miriam
Ferguson, Christopher J.



Fields, Kelly, 1978-




FitzSimons, Peter
Flanders, Cait, 1985-



Flanigan, Marie



Foggo, Cheryl








Forty, Simon.
Fourmont, Camille
Fox, Mary, 1959Frampton, Peter.
Frechette, Chloe
Frey, Sarah




Fry, Stephen, 1957Fukui, Hisao, 1951-



Fuller, Pamela



Furey, Andrew



Gallagher, Eilidh





Gallagher, Richard (Academic
psychiatrist)
Garber, Marjorie B.
Garcia, Hector, 1981-




Garcia, Hiram
Garfield, Simon.






Gatien, Peter
Geall, Christin
Gebler, Carlo
Gentempo, Patrick
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Title
Analogia : the emergence of technology beyond
programmable control /
Angels & archangels : a magician's guide /
The aftergrief : finding your way along the long arc of
loss /
The art of resilience : strategies for an unbreakable
mind and body /
Drawing on the dominant eye : decoding the way we
perceive, create, and learn /
More alike than different : my life with Down
syndrome /
Step-by-Step Instant Pot Cookbook / [pbk.]
In praise of paths : walking through time and nature /

Pub Date
2020.

Get your life back : everyday practices for a world
gone mad /
You matter : learning to love who you really are /
Adventuring together : how to create connections and
make lasting memories with
Cary Grant : a brilliant disguise /
The "I love my air fryer" low-carb recipe book : from
carne asada with salsa ver
Fevers, feuds, and diamonds : Ebola and the ravages
of history /
The costume maker's companion /
Baking with Bruno : a French baker's North American
love story /
He Came in With It /
How madness shaped history : an eccentric array of
maniacal rulers, raving narci
The good book of Southern baking : a revival of
biscuits, cakes, and cornbread /
Mutiny on the Bounty /
Adventures in opting out : a field guide to leading an
intentional life /
The beauty of home : redefining traditional interiors /

[2020]

Pourin' down rain : a Black woman claims her place in
the Canadian West /
First Canadian Army : victory in Europe 1944-45 /
La Buvette : recipes & wine notes from Paris /
My life as a potter : stories and techniques /
Do You Feel Like I Do /
Easy tiki : a modern revival with 60 recipes /
The growing season : how I built a new life--and
saved an American farm /
Heroes : the Greek myths reimagined /
Fantastic origami flying creatures : 24 amazing paper
models /
The leader's guide to unconscious bias : how to
reframe bias, cultivate connecti
Hope in the balance : a Newfoundland doctor meets a
world in crisis /
Green Christmas : little changes that bring joy & help
the planet /
Demonic foes : my twenty-five years as a psychiatrist
investigating possessions,
Character : the history of a cultural obsession /
The ikigai journey : a practical guide to finding
happiness and purpose the Japa
Rock /
Dog's best friend : the story of an unbreakable bond /

[2020]

Club King /
Cultivated : the elements of floral style /
Aesop?s Fables / [pbk.]
Your stand is your brand : how deciding "who to be"
(not "what to do") will revo

2020
[2020]
2020
2020.

2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]

2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020.
2020.

2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Getty, Stuart



Gewirtz, Abigail H.,




Giesecke, Annette
Glazer, Robert (CEO)



Glueck, Rachel.





Godfrey-Smith, Peter.
Godin, Seth.
Goff, Bob,



Goldberg, Marc (Dog trainer)




Goldblatt, David, 1965Goldstein-Rose, Solomon




Goldstein, Jacob
Gomez, Asha.



Goodman, Ruth, 1963-





Gookin, Dan.
Gordon, Jon.
Gorton, Stephanie, 1984-



Gosden, Chris



Gowdy, Trey, 1964-




Grace, Sherrill E., 1944Granatstein, J. L.




Green, Sarah Urist.
Greenberg, Paul, 1967-



Greenfield, Ben



Griffiths, Alistair.



Grinshpan, Eden



Grout, Pam.



Gruenfeld, Deborah




Guarnaschelli, Alex, 1969Guillen, Mauro F.





Gustafson, Dana
Gyncild, Brie.
Haffenden, Vikki





Halford, Rob
Hall, Jake
Hall, Jamie





Halsey, 1994Hamad, Ruby
Hamilton, Clive.




Handlarski, Denise, 1979Haner, Jean, 1953-




Hansen, Emma, 1990Hanson, Rick (Psychologist),

Title
How to they/them : a visual guide to nonbinary
pronouns and the world of gender
When the world feels like a scary place : essential
conversations for anxious pa
Classical Mythology A to Z /
Friday forward : inspiration & motivation to end your
week stronger than it star
Native Mexican Cuisine: a journey into cuisine,
culture, and mezcal /
Metazoa : animal life and the birth of the mind /
Practice /
Dream big : know what you want, why you want it,
and what you're going to do abo
The art of training your dog : how to gently teach
good behavior using an e-coll
The age of football : soccer and the 21st century /
The 100% solution : a plan for solving climate change
/
Money /
I Cook in Color: Bright Flavors from My Kitchen and
Around the World /
The domestic revolution : how the introduction of coal
into Victorian homes chan
Android For Dummies / [pbk.]
Garden /
Citizen reporters : S.S. McClure, Ida Tarbell, and the
magazine that rewrote Ame
History of Magic: From Alchemy to Witchcraft, from
the Ice Age to the Present /
Doesn't hurt to ask : using the power of questions to
communiate, connect, and p
Tiff : a life of Timothy Findley /
Canada at war : conscription, diplomacy, and politics
/
You are an artist : assignments to spark creation /
Goodbye phone, hello world : 60 ways to disconnect
from tech and reconnect to jo
Boundless : upgrade your brain, optimize your body &
defy aging /
Your well-being garden : how to make your garden
good for you : science/design/p
Eating out loud : bold Middle Eastern flavors for all
day, every day /
The Course in Miracles experiment : a starter kit for
rewiring your mind (and th
Acting with power : why we are more powerful than
we believe /
Cook with me : 150 recipes for the home cook /
2030 : how today's biggest trends will collide and
reshape the future of everyth
Illustrated Human Anatomy /
Adobe After Effects CC : 2020 release /
Knit step by step : techniques, stitches, and patterns
made easy /
Confess: The Autobiography /
The art of drag /
Alternative alchemy : recipes & mindful baking with
CBD, herbs, and adaptogens /
I would leave me if I could : a collection of poetry /
White Tears / [pbk.]
Hidden hand : exposing how the Chinese Communist
Party is reshaping the world /
The A-Z of intermarriage /
The five-element solution : discover the spiritual side
of Chinese medicine to r
Still : a memoir of love, loss, and motherhood /
The anxiety first aid kit : quick tools for extreme,
uncertain times /
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Pub Date
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020
2020.
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
HARI, VANI



Hassan, Hawa, 1982-



Hassouri, Paria, 1973-




Hatmaker, Jen.
Hatta, Yoko




Hayden, Sally
Hazareesingh, Sudhir





Hazime, Denise
Heatter, Maida
Hebert, Bertrand, 1971-



Heffernan, Mary, 1978-



Heighton, Steven, 1961-




Hemsley, Melissa
Hendricks, Gay.



Henley, Tara



Henry, Bonnie.



Hernandez, Pilar, 1977-



Heughan, Sam



Heumann, Judith E.



Hibberd, James



Higginbotham, Adam




Hill, Elizabeth F., 1958Hill, Napoleon, 1883-1970.




Hirons, Caroline
Holiday, Ryan.







Holinger, Dorothy P
Holland, James,
Hollywood, Paul,
Holmes, Elizabeth, 1980Hoppe, Jason



Horst, Danae




Horton, Steve
House, Jennifer, 1980-





Howes, Molly
Huerta, Daniel P.
Hunter, Michael (Chef)



Hutton, June, 1954-



Iansiti, Marco, 1961-




Isaac, Rita
Jaccard, Mark Kenneth.



Jackson, Jeffrey H., 1971-



Jacobs, Alan, 1958-

Title
Food babe kitchen : more than 100 delicious, real
food recipes to change your bo
In Bibi's kitchen : the recipes & stories of
grandmothers from the eight African
Found in transition : a mother's evolution during her
child's gender change /
7 days of simplicity : a season of living lightly /
150 favorite crochet motifs from Tokyo's Kazekobo
Studio /
Coastal Blues /
Black Spartacus : the epic life of Toussaint Louverture
/
5 Ingredient Mediterranean Cookbook / [pbk.]
Chocolate Is Forever /
The eighth wonder of the world : the true story of
Andre the Giant /
Five Marys ranch raised cookbook : homegrown
recipes from our family to yours /
Reaching Mithymna : among the volunteers and
refugees on Lesvos /
Eat green /
Conscious luck : eight secrets to intentionally change
your fortune /
Lean out : a meditation on the madness of modern
life /
Soap and water & common sense : the definitive
guide to viruses, bacteria, paras
The Chilean kitchen : 75 seasonal recipes for stews,
breads, salads, cocktails,
Clanlands: whisky, warfare, and a Scottish adventure
like no other /
Being Heumann : an unrepentant memoir of a
disability rights activist /
Fire cannot kill a dragon : Game of thrones and the
official untold story of the
Midnight in Chernobyl : the untold story of the world's
greatest nuclear disaste
All 'bout Canada : a compendium of Canadiana /
Andrew Carnegie's mental dynamite : how to unlock
the awesome power of you /
Skin care : the ultimate no-nonsense guide /
Lives of the stoics : the art of living from Zeno to
Marcus Aurelius /
The anatomy of grief /
Sicily '43 /
100 Great Breads /
HRH : so many thoughts on royal style /
Adobe Illustrator CC : a complete course and
compendium of features /
Houseplants for all : how to fill any home with happy
plants /
Bowie : stardust, rayguns & moonage daydreams /
Baby food in an Instant Pot : 125 quick, simple and
nutritious recipes for babie
Good Apology /
Seven traits of effective parenting /
The hunter chef cookbook : hunt, fish, and forage in
over 100 recipes /
Four umbrellas : a couple's journey into young-onset
Alzheimer's /
Competing in the age of AI : strategy and leadership
when algorithms and network
Acrylic : do more art /
The citizen's guide to climate success : overcoming
myths that hinder progress /
Paper bullets : two artists who risked their lives to
defy the Nazis /
Breaking bread with the dead : a reader's guide to a
tranquil mind /
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[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
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[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
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Author
James, Geraldine.

Title
#Shelfie /

Pub Date
2020



Jane, Merry

[2020]



Jardim, Nicole






Jassem, Aleksandra.
Jensen, Toni
Johnson, Clare R.
Johnson, Earl, 1950-



Johnson, Fenton



Johnson, Harold, 1957-

The CBD solution, wellness : how cannabis, CBD, and
other plant allies can chang
Fix your period : six weeks to banish bloating,
conquer cramps, manage moodiness
The rebel mama's handbook for (cool) mothers /
Carry /
Art of Lucid Dreaming / [pbk.]
Finding comfort during hard times : a guide to healing
after disaster, violence,
At the center of all beauty : solitude and the creative
life /
Cry wolf : inquest into the true nature of a predator /



Johnson, Stefanie K.

[2020]



Jones, Dan, 1981-



Jones, Dan.



Jones, David L., 1953-



Jornet, Kilian, 1989-



Jung, Tanya






Kagge, Erling
Kakutani, Michiko
Kang, Mia
Kang, Shimi K.



Kantrowitz, Alex




Karlins, David.
Katz, Catherine Grace



Katz, Rachelle.





Kaur, Rupi.
Kaye, Ariel
Kern, Jara




Kershaw, Steve
Kieffer, Sarah.



Kim-Joy, 1991-



King, Shaun, 1979-




Kingsolver, Barbara.
Kinzler, Katherine D.



Kirkby, Bruce, 1968-



Kitty, Alexandra



Klass, Perri, 1958-



Klein, Seth, 1968-



Kluger, Dan.



Klynstra, Joyce



Knight, Keltie, 1982-



Koch, Charles G. 1935-

Inclusify : the power of uniqueness and belonging to
build innovative teams /
The world aflame : a new history of war and
revolution, 1914-1945 /
50 drag queens who changed the world : a
celebration of the most influential dra
Railway nation : tales of Canadian Pacific--the world's
greatest travel system /
Above the clouds : how I carved my own path to the
top of the world /
Acrylic paint pouring : 16 fluid painting projects &
creative techniques /
Philosophy for polar explorers /
Ex libris /
Knockout /
The tech solution : creating healthy habits for kids
growing up in a digital wor
Always day one : how the tech titans plan to stay on
top forever /
Adobe Illustrator CC /
The daughters of Yalta : the Churchills, Roosevelts,
and Harrimans : a story of
The happy stepcouple : how couples with stepchildren
can strengthen their relati
Home body /
How to Make a House a Home /
The infographic guide to grammar : a visual reference
for everything you need to
Enemies of Rome /
100 cookies : the baking book for every kitchen with
classic cookies, novel trea
Christmas with Kim-Joy : a festive collection of edible
cuteness /
Make change : how to fight injustice, dismantle
systemic oppression, and own our
How to fly (in ten thousand easy lessons) : poetry /
How you say it : why you talk the way you do and
what it says about you /
Blue sky kingdom : an epic family journey to the
heart of the Himalaya /
The art of kintsugi : learning the Japanese craft of
beautiful repair /
A good time to be born : how science and public
health gave children a future /
A good war : mobilizing Canada for the climate
emergency /
Chasing flavor : techniques and recipes to cook
fearlessly /
Christmas baking : festive cookies, candies, cakes,
breads, and snacks to bring
Act like a lady : questionable advice, ridiculous
opinions, and humiliating tale
Believe in people : bottom-up solutions for a topdown world /

[2020]
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]

2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Koh, EJ, 1988-

Title
The magical language of others : a memoir /



Kosowan, Ashley.




Koudounaris, Paul.
Kraft, Houston



Kramer, Jana, 1983-




Kravitz, Lenny.
Krznaric, Roman.



Kumler, Emily

Jenna Rae cakes and sweet treats : over 100 recipes
for the modern baker /
A cat's tale : a journey through feline history /
Deep kindness : a revolutionary guide for the way we
think, talk, and act in kin
The good fight : wanting to leave, choosing to stay,
and the powerful practice f
Let love rule /
The good ancestor : a radical prescription for longterm thinking /
How not to get promoted : fix the self-sabotaging
behaviors holding you back /
How not to hire : common mistakes to avoid when
building a team /
Harumi's Japanese Kitchen /
More Plants Less Waste /
Battle of brothers : William and Harry--the inside
story of the family in tumult
The Amorino guide to gelato : learn to make
traditional Italian frozen desserts
Heart breath mind : train your heart to conquer stress
and achieve success /
Made up : how the beauty industry manipulates
consumers, preys on women's insecu
The buddha and the badass : the secret spiritual art
of succeeding at work /
Resilience is futile : the life and death and life of Julie
S. Lalonde /
Boulangerie at home /
Cinderella and the Glass Ceiling /
Amish butters, salsas & spreads : making and canning
sweet and savory jams, pres
Yoga myths : what you need to learn and unlearn for
a safe and healthy yoga prac
Kombucha, kefir & natural sodas /
Culture Warlords: My Journey Into the Dark Web of
White Supremacy /
65 roses and a Trunki : defying the odds in life and
business /
Agile Project Management For Dummies / [pbk.]
Acadian driftwood : one family and the Great
Expulsion /
Drinking French : the iconic cocktails, aperitifs, and
cafe traditions of France
Crystal Workshop /
Fit cities : my quest to improve the world's health and
wellness--including your
Be water, my friend : the teachings of Bruce Lee /
Home Stories /
Golem girl : a memoir /
F*cked at 40 : life beyond suburbia, monogamy &
stretch marks /
Aegean /
The motive : why so many leaders abdicate their
most important responsibilities
2084 : artificial intelligence and the future of
humanity /
Belabored /
Leonardo 2 /
Black hole survival guide /
Details Are Unprintable /
The Bible with and without Jesus : how Jews and
Christians read the same stories
The spider : inside the criminal web of Jeffrey Epstein
and Ghislaine Maxwell /
Nobody ever talks about anything but the end : a
memoir /






Kurihara, Harumi.
La Manna, Max
Lacey, Robert.



Lagorce, Stephan.



Lagos, Leah



Laham, Martha



Lakhiani, Vishen



Lalonde, Julie S





Landemaine, Rodolphe
Lane, Laura
Lapp, Laura Anne.



Lasater, Judith.




Lausecker, Nina
Lavin, Talia



Law, Rob, 1977-




Layton, Mark C.
LeBlanc, Tyler, 1989-



Lebovitz, David.




Lee, Azalea
Lee, Karen K.






Lee, Shannon, 1969Leggett, Kim
Lehrer, Riva, 1958Leigh, Tova




Leivaditaki, Marianna
Lencioni, Patrick, 1965-



Lennox, John C., 1943-







Lenz, Lyz
Levallois, Stephane, 1970Levin, Janna.
Levine, Allan
Levine, Amy-Jill, 1956-



Levine, Barry (Journalist)



Levine, Liz, 1976-
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Author
Lewis, Amber



Lewis, Damien.



Lewis, Dzung



Liebman, Hollis Lance.



Ligon, Zoe.




Lister, Kate, 1981Livermore, Daniel, 1946-




Lizer, Kari
Lloyd, Bobbie



Loades, Greg



Loh, Sandra Tsing.




Lomborg, Bjorn
Lou, Ethan




Love, Loni
Lozada, Carlos



Luther, Jessica



Lynn, Loretta.



MacDonald, Bruno.




MacMillan, Margaret, 1943Maerz, Melissa



Maharaj, Joshna




Mahbubani, Kishore.
Mann, Don, 1957-



Manning, Preston, 1942-



Mantel, Hilary, 1952-





MarcAurele, Lisa
Maria, Ula
Mars, Roman



Masony, Meredith




Matis, Aspen.
Matlow, Rachel







Mattel, Trixie,
Mattus, Matt
Mayer, Julia L.
Mazer, Laura
McAllister, Colin.

Title
Made for living : collected interiors for all sorts of
styles /
Churchill's hellraisers : the secret mission to storm a
forbidden Nazi fortress
The Honeysuckle cookbook : 100 healthy, feel-good
recipes to live deliciously /
Anatomy of exercise for 50+ : a trainer's guide to
staying fit over fifty /
Carnal knowledge : sex education you didn't get in
school /
A curious history of sex /
Wandering Willie: the memoirs of William McDougall
1822-1905, Canada's forgotten
Aren't You Forgetting Someone /
The Magnolia Bakery handbook : a complete guide for
the home baker : baking made
The modern cottage garden : a fresh approach to a
classic style /
The madwoman and the Roomba : my year of
domestic mayhem /
False Alarm /
Field notes from a pandemic : a journey through a
suspended world /
I Tried to Change So You Don't Have To /
What were we thinking : a brief intellectual history of
the Trump era /
Loving sports when they don't love you back :
dilemmas of the modern fan /
Me & Patsy kickin' up dust : my friendship with Patsy
Cline /
666 songs to make you bang your head until you die
: a guide to the monsters of
War : how conflict shaped us /
Alright, alright, alright : the oral history of Richard
Linklater's Dazed and co
Take back the tray : revolutionizing food in hospitals,
schools, and other insti
Has China Won /
Choosing your battles : inspiration and wisdom from a
Navy SEAL on how to win yo
Do something! : 365 ways you can strengthen
Canada /
Mantel pieces : Royal bodies and other writing from
the London review of books /
Low Carb Yum 5-ingredient keto /
Green /
The 99% invisible city : a field guide to the hidden
world of everyday design /
Ask me what's for dinner one more time :
inappropriate thoughts on motherhood /
Your Blue Is Not My Blue /
Dead mom walking : a memoir of miracle cures and
other disasters /
Trixie & Katya's guide to modern womanhood /
Mastering the Art of Flower Gardening /
AARP Love and Meaning after 50 / [pbk.]
From Sh!tshow to Afterglow /
Escapology : modern cabins, cottages and retreats /

Pub Date
[2020]






McCall, Bruce.
McDonald, Janice, 1966McGee, Syd
McGrath, Camilla, 1925-2007.

How did I get here? : a memoir /
Fearless : girls with dreams, women with vision /
Make life beautiful /
Face to face : the photographs of Camilla McGrath /

2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020.



McHargue, Mike.

[2020]



McKelvey, Jim



McKenna, Clodagh.

You're a miracle (and a pain in the ass) : embracing
the emotions, habits, and m
The innovation stack : building an unbeatable
business one crazy idea at a time
Clodagh's Home Cooking /

[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
c2020.
2020
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020].
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020
2020
[2020]

[2020]
2020

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
McKenzie, Caroline.



McLeod, Vicki.




McNab, Ken
McRae, Michael



Meacham, Jon.





Meals, Roy A.
Medrich, Alice.
Meier, Myka




Meike, G. Blake
Melvern, Linda



Mercola, Joseph.



Meyer, Joyce





Mezoff, Rebecca
Michaelis, David.
Michalczyk, Maggie,



Michelet, Juliette



Miller, David, 1958-



Miller, Donald, 1971-



Miller, Rachel Wilkerson,



Mills, Ella



Mirk, Sarah,



Moawad, Trevor



Molesso, Ashley



Molfino, Majo




Moody, John (Homesteader)
Moore, Marcus J.



Morante, Coco






Moritz, A. F.
Morris, Artemis
Morris, Mary, 1947Mosley, Michael, 1957-



Muhlstein, Ilana



Mulholland, Suzanne



Nakazawa, Donna Jackson.



Nasaw, David.



Nayani, Farzana, 1977-





Nelson, Kate (Ocean
conservation volunteer)
Nepo, Mark.
Newman, Kyle, 1976-



Nezhukumatathil, Aimee

Title
Countdown to Christmas : have a very merry movie
holiday! /
You and the Internet of things : a practical guide to
understanding and integrat
And in the end : the last days of the Beatles /
Engineering made simple : a complete guide in ten
easy lessons /
His truth is marching on : John Lewis and the power
of hope /
Bones : inside and out /
The artisanal kitchen: gluten-free holiday cookies /
Modern etiquette made easy : a five-step method to
mastering etiquette /
Android Deep Dive / [pbk.]
Intent to deceive : denying the genocide of the Tutsi /
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[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020.

EMF*d : 5G, Wi-Fi & cell phones : hidden harms and
how to protect yourself /
Do It Afraid: Embracing Courage in the Face of Fear /

2020.

Art of Tapestry Weaving /
Eleanor /
The great big pumpkin cookbook : a quick and easy
guide to making pancakes, soup
Beginner's guide to punch needle projects : 26
accessories and decorations to em
Solved : how the world's great cities are fixing the
climate crisis /
Marketing made simple : a step-by-step storybrand
guide for any business /
The art of showing up : how to be there for yourself
and your people /
Deliciously Ella Making Plant-Based Quick and Easy /

2020
2020.
[2020]

Guantanamo Voices: True Accounts from the World's
Most Infamous Prison /
It takes what it takes : how to think neutrally and
gain control of your life /
The gay agenda : a modern queer history & handbook
/
Break the good girl myth : how to dismantle outdated
rules, unleash your power,
DIY sourdough /
The butterfly effect : how Kendrick Lamar ignited the
soul of Black America /
The essential diabetes Instant Pot cookbook : healthy,
foolproof recipes for you
As far as you know : poems /
Anti-Inflammatory Diet For Dummies / [pbk.]
All the way to the tigers : a memoir /
Fast asleep : improve brain function, lose weight,
boost your mood, reduce stres
You can drop it! : how I dropped 100 pounds enjoying
carbs, cocktails & chocolat
The batch lady : shop once, cook once, eat well all
week /
The angel and the assassin : the tiny brain cell that
changed the course of medi
The last million : Europe's displaced persons from
World War to Cold War /
Raising multiracial children : tools for nurturing
identity in a racialized worl
I quit plastics : 60+ lifestyle recipes to cut waste, live
clean and change the
The book of soul : 52 paths to living what matters /
Heroes' feast : the official Dungeons & Dragons
cookbook /
World of Wonders /

2020

[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books














Author
Ngomane, Mungi.

Title
Everyday ubuntu : living better together, the African
way /
Nicholas, Chani
You were born for this : astrology for radical selfacceptance /
Nichols, Morgan Harper, 1990- All along you were blooming : thoughts for boundless
living /
Nordin, Martin
Fire, smoke, green : vegetarian barbecue, smoking
and grilling recipes /
Northrup, Christiane.
Women's bodies, women's wisdom : creating physical
and emotional health and heal
Nouri, Kat,
Let's fix lunch! : enjoy delicious, planet-friendly meals
at work, school, or on
Novogratz, Robert.
Novogratz design fix : chic and stylish tips for every
decorating scenario /
O'Mara, S. M.
In praise of walking : a new scientific exploration /
O'Neill, Terence
All my brother's secrets : a powerful true story of
love, loss and brutality /
O'Ree, Willie, 1935Willie : the game-changing story of the NHL's first
black player /
Osho, 1931-1990.
Coming home to yourself : a meditator's guide to
blissful living /
Osnos, Evan, 1976Joe Biden : the life, the run, and what matters now /





Osteen, Joel.



Ottens, William.



Otto, Friederike



Ovenden, Richard




Owen, Amanda.
Pablo Cruz, Rosayra





Palfrey, John
Palmater, Pamela D. 1970Palmer, Frances



Parravani, Christa.




Parton, Dolly.
Patel, Dr. Nayan



Patel, Kelsey






Paull, Natalie
Payne, Larry.
Pearce Rampone, Christie
Pedersen, Stephanie.



Pepin, Jacques.





Perry, Brian
Petitto R.D., Melissa
Pillemer, Karl A.




Pitts, Johny
Pluckrose, Helen.



Poler, Michelle




Polfeldt, David
Polizzi, Nick.



Pollard, Jim

Ota, John

Abundance Mind-Set: success starts here /
Empty Out the Negative /
The kitchen : a journey through history in search of
the perfect design /
Librarian tales : funny, strange, and inspiring
dispatches from the stacks /
Angry weather : heat waves, floods, storms, and the
new science of climate chang
Burning the books : a history of the deliberate
destruction of knowledge /
Adventures of the Yorkshire Shepherdess / [pbk.]
The book of Rosy : a mother's story of separation at
the border /
Connected Parent /
Warrior life : indigenous resistance & resurgence /
Life in the Studio: Inspiration and Lessons on
Creativity /
Loved and wanted : a memoir of choice, children, and
womanhood /
Dolly Parton, Songteller: My Life in Lyrics /
Glutathione Revolution: Fight Disease, Slow Aging,
and Increase Energy... /
Burning bright : rituals, Reiki & self-care to heal
burnout, anxiety & stress /
Beatrix bakes /
Yoga after 50 for dummies /
Be All In /
5-Ingredient Keto Diet Cookbook: 100 Easy Ketogenic
Recipes / [pbk.]
Jacques Pepin quick + simple : simply wonderful
meals with surprisingly little e
Ignore the Hype /
Adaptogens /
Fault lines : fractured families and how to mend them
/
Afropean : notes from Black Europe /
Cynical theories : how activist scholarship made
everything about race, gender,
Hello, fears : crush your comfort zone and become
who you're meant to be /
Dream Architects /
Exhausted : how to revitalize, restore, and renew
your energy /
Men's Health: All you need to know in one concise
manual * Stay healthy and keep
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2020.
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[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020
[2020]
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[2020]
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2020.
2020
2020
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2020
2020.
2020
2020
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
2020
2020.
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Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020
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Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Polzine, Michelle



Postrel, Virginia



Proser, Jim



Puchner, Martin, 1969-



Raffles, Hugh, 1958-



Ramstedt, Frida




Rankine, Claudia, 1963Raphel, Adrienne




Rathbone, Andy
Raubenheimer, David, 1960-



Raz, Guy



Reid, Jonathon, 1948-



Reid, Ken, 1974-



Reid, Megan



Reiss, Uzzi.




Reynolds, David S., 1948Reynolds, Grant (Sommelier)




Richardson, Sarah, 1971Riddle, Brenda





Rilke, Rainer Maria, 18751926.
Robertson, David, 1977Rock, David.



Rollins, Kent



Rosenbloom, Megan, 1981-



Rosling, Hans




Rouse, Dan
Roxo, Alexandra




Roy, Arundhati.
Røyne, Anja.



Rubenhold, Hallie.




Rubik, Erno.
Rusk, Ken, 1963-



Russell, Kent.



Sachs, Jeffrey.



Sacks, Jonathan



Saint Thomas, Sophie



Samarakoon-Amunugama,
Ruwanmali, 1978Sandel, Michael J.
Sarma, Sanjay E., 1948-




Title
Baking at the 20th Century Cafe : iconic European
desserts from linzer torte to
Fabric of Civilization: How Textiles Made the World /
Savage messiah : how Dr. Jordan Peterson is saving
Western civilization /
The language of thieves : my family's obsession with
a secret code the Nazis tri
The book of unconformities : speculations on lost time
/
The interior design handbook : furnish, decorate, and
style your space /
Just us : an American conversation /
Thinking inside the box : adventures with crosswords
and the puzzling people who
Windows 10 For Dummies / [pbk.]
Eat like the animals : what nature teaches us about
the science of healthy eatin
How I built this : the unexpected paths to success
from the world's most inspiri
The captain was a doctor : the long war and uneasy
peace of POW John Reid /
One to remember : stories from 39 members of the
NHL's one goal club /
$9 therapy : semi-capitalist solutions to your
emotional problems /
The good news about estrogen : the truth behind a
powerhouse hormone /
Abe : Abraham Lincoln in his times /
How to drink wine : the easiest way to learn what you
like /
Past + present /
Acorn Cottage: Quilts with Simple & Sophisticated
Style / [pbk.]
Letters to a young poet /
Black Water : family, legacy, and blood memory /
Your brain at work : strategies for overcoming
distraction, regaining focus, and
Faith, family & the feast : recipes to feed your crew
from the grill, garden, an
Dark archives : a librarian's investigation into the
science and history of book
How I learned to understand the world : a memoir /
How to attract birds to your garden /
F*ck like a goddess : heal yourself, reclaim your
voice, stand in your power /
Azadi : freedom, fascism, fiction /
The elements we live by : how iron helps us breathe,
potassium lets us see, and
The five : the untold lives of the women killed by Jack
the Ripper /
Cubed : the puzzle of us all /
Blue-collar ca$h love your work, secure your future,
and find happiness for life
In the land of good living : a journey to the heart of
Florida /
The ages of globalization : geography, technology,
and institutions /
Morality: Restoring the Common Good in Divided
Times /
The little book of CBD for self-care : 175+ ways to
soothe, support, & restore y
Milk, spice & curry leaves : hill country recipes from
the heart of Sri Lanka /
Tyranny of Merit /
Grasp : the science transforming how we learn /
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[2020]
2020
2020.
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
2020
[2021]
[2020]
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
2020.
[2020]
2020.
[2020]
2020
2020.
[2020]
2020
[2020]

New and Notable
Nonfiction

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Title
Meant for more : the proven formula to turn your
knowledge into profits /
Scheft, Uri.
Jewish holiday baking : inspired recipes for Rosh
Hashanah, Hanukkah, Purim, Pas
Schick, Nina
Deep Fakes: The Coming Infocalypse /
Schmidt, Michael S.
Donald Trump v. the United States : inside the
(Journalist)
struggle to stop a president /
Schor, Juliet.
After the gig : how the sharing economy got hijacked
and how to win it back /
Schreiber, Jason
Fruit cake : recipes for the curious baker /
Schryvers, Peter, 1983Bad data : why we measure the wrong things and
often miss the metrics that matte
Scott, David Meerman.
Fanocracy : turning fans into customers and
customers into fans /
Scott, Melody Thomas, 1956Always young and restless : my life on and off
America's #1 daytime drama /
Searcey, Dionne
In pursuit of disobedient women : a memoir of love,
rebellion, and family, far a
Sedaris, David.
The best of me /
Seijas Albir, Guillermo.
Anatomy & strength training : without specialized
equipment /
Selassie, Sebene
You belong : a call for connection /
Sellers, Bakari, 1984My vanishing country : a memoir /
Shah, Meera (Physician)
You're the only one I've told : the stories behind
Sharma, Nik
Flavor Equation: The Science of Great Cooking
Explained in More Than 100 Essenti
Shaw, Robert Bruce
All in : how obsessive leaders achieve the
Shaywitz, Sally E.
Overcoming dyslexia : a major update and revision of
the essential program for r
Shea, Shannon Brescher, 1983- Growing sustainable together : practical resources for
raising kind, engaged, re
Shellenberger, Michael.
Apocalypse never : why environmental alarmism
hurts us all /
Sherman, Casey, 1969Hunting Whitey : the inside story of the capture &
killing of America's most wan
Sherwin, Martin J.
Gambling with Armageddon : nuclear roulette from
Hiroshima to the Cuban Missile
Shih, Rich.
Koji alchemy : rediscovering the magic of mold-based
fermentation /
Shoen, Alexa
#EntryLevelBoss : how to get any job you want /
Siber, Kate
100 hikes of a lifetime : the world's ultimate scenic
Simpson, Jaye
It was never going to be okay /
Singh, Harnarayan
One game at a time : my journey from small-town
Alberta to hockey's biggest stag
Sisson, Frank
I marched with Patton : a firsthand account of World
War II alongside one of the
Slade, Naomi
Hydrangeas : beautiful varieties for home and garden
Small, Sami Jo
The role I played : Canada's greatest Olympic hockey
team /
Smith, Danez
Homie : poems /
Smith, Doug, 1958We the North : 25 years of the Toronto Raptors /
Smith, Zadie.
Intimations : six essays /
Smyer, Adam.
You Can Keep That to Yourself /
Snyder, Kirk
Finding work you love : 3 steps to getting the perfect
job after college /
Sobon, Jackie
Vegan Yack Attack's Guide to Plant-Based Meal Prep /



Sodha, Meera.



Soh, Debra



Solomon, Carrie



St George, Zach.



Stacey, Michelle.



Stafford, Rachel Macy, 1972-





































Author
Sasevich, Lisa

East : 120 vegan and vegetarian recipes from
Bangalore to Beijing /
The end of gender : debunking the myths about sex
and identity in our society /
Chefs' fridges : more than 35 world-renowned cooks
reveal what they eat at home
The journeys of trees : a story about forests, people,
and the future /
The complete guide to keto : the never hungry diet /
Live love now : relieve the pressure and find real
connection with our kids /
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Adult Non Fiction
















































Author
Stanley, Andy.
Staub, Jack E.

Title
Better decisions, fewer regrets : 5 questions to help
Chasing Eden : design inspiration from the gardens at
Hortulus Farm /
Steel, Danielle.
Expect a miracle : quotations to live and love by /
Stelter, Brian.
Hoax : Donald Trump, Fox News, and the dangerous
distortion of truth /
Stewart, Dianne M
Black Women, Black Love: America's War on African
American Marriage /
Stone, Gene
Eat for the Planet Cookbook /
Stout, David, 1942The kidnap years : the astonishing true history of the
forgotten kidnapping epid
Strzok, Peter, 1970Compromised : counterintelligence and the threat of
Donald J. Trump /
Stuckey, Allie Beth
You're Not Enough (And That's OK) /
Swalwell, Eric
Endgame: Inside the Impeachment of Donald J.
Sweet, Corinne
2 Minutes to Peace: Everyday Self-Care for Busy Lives
/ [pbk.]
Talbot, Margo
All that glitters : a climber's journey through addiction
and depression /
Tansey, Claire
Dinner, uncomplicated : fixing a delicious meal every
night of the week /
Tantrum, Barbara Cummins,
The adoptive parents' handbook : a guide to healing
1973trauma and thriving with you
Tash, Lola
My Therapist Says: Advice You Should Probably (Not)
Follow /
Taub, Jennifer
Big dirty money : the shocking injustice and unseen
cost of white collar crime /
Taylor, Barbara Brown.
Always a guest : speaking of faith far from home /
Taylor, Benjamin, 1952Here we are : my friendship with Philip Roth /
Tedesco, M., 1971The hidden life of ice : dispatches from a disappearing
world /
Terkeurst, Lysa
Forgiving what you can't forget : discover how to
move on, make peace with painf
Tethong, Tenzin Geyche.
His Holiness the fourteenth Dalai Lama : an illustrated
biography /
Thomas, Haile
Living lively : 80 plant-based recipes to activate your
power & feed your potent
Thomke, Stefan H.
Experimentation Works /
Thompson, Grant
52 random weekend projects : for budding inventors
and backyard builders /
Thompson, Mark (Astronomer) 101 facts you didn't know about space /
Thompson, Wright
Pappyland : a story of family, fine bourbon, and the
Thorisson, Mimi.
Old world Italian : recipes & secrets from our travels
Thunberg, Greta, 2003Greta Thunberg : on truth, courage & saving our
Toffan, Will.
Watching the devil dance : how a spree killer slipped
through the cracks of the
Toll, Maia
Illustrated Crystallary /
Tran, Michael, 1982Happy bonsai : choose it, shape it, love it /
Traverso, Amy.
The apple lover's cookbook /
Tribole, Evelyn, 1959Intuitive eating : a revolutionary anti-diet approach /
Trimmins, Tom
Working with wood : build your toolkit, learn the skills
and create stylish obje
Trojanova, Sabina
#wanderlust : the world's 500 most unforgettable
travel destinations /
Turrettini, Unni.
Betraying the Nobel : the secrets and corruption
behind the Nobel Peace Prize /
Tweedy, Jeff, 1967How to write one song /
Urquhart, Emily.
The age of creativity : art, memory, my father, and
Van De Car, Nikki.
Calming Magic /
van de Geyn, Lisa
Babies : how to afford your bundle of joy : a CPA
Canada book /
Vandome, Nick.
Alexa for seniors in easy steps /
Vargas, Joanna
Glow from within /
Vejar, Kristine.
Journeys in Natural Dyeing:Techniques for Creating
Color at Home /
Vetri, Marc
Mastering bread : the art and practice of handmade
Villanova, Thibaud
Gastronogeek /
Volhard, Wendy.
Dog training /
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New and Notable
Nonfiction
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Collection
Adult Non Fiction
New Books



Author
Volz, Alia, 1977-

Title
Home baked : my mom, marijuana, and the stoning
of San Francisco /



Von Hippel, Frank A



Walker, Val, 1954-



Wallington, Jack



Waltner-Toews, David, 1948-







Wang, Jason
Warner, Justin, 1984Wearing, Alison, 1967Welch, Caroline (Chief
executive officer)
Weller, Melissa



Wells, Karin, 1949-




Weverka, Peter.
Wicks, Mike.

Chemical Age: How Chemists Fought Famine and
Disease, Killed... /
400 friends and no one to call : breaking through
isolation and building communi
Creative garden design : patterns : inspiring ideas for
creating mood, proportio
On pandemics : deadly diseases from bubonic plague
to coronavirus /
Xi'an Famous Foods /
Marvel eat the universe : the official cookbook /
Moments of glad grace : a memoir /
The gift of presence : a mindfulness guide for women
/
A good bake : the art and science of making perfect
pastries, cakes, cookies, pi
The abortion caravan : when women shut down
government in the battle for the rig
Windows 10 for seniors /
How not to manage people : the leadership mistakes
keeping your team from greatn
How not to sell : why you can't close the deal and
how to fix it /
Billion Dollar Loser /
A world beneath the sands : the golden age of
Delicious Soups /
Leadership strategy and tactics : field manual /
Metropolis : a history of the city, humankind's
greatest invention /
The 30-minute gluten-free cookbook : 100+ quick
and simple recipes for every day
Mandy's Gourmet Salads /
Agile Approach To Strategic Execution / [pbk.]
25 great sentences and how they got that way /
The hidden habits of genius : beyond talent, IQ, and
grit--unlocking the secrets
Broken signposts : how Christianity makes sense of
the world /
Calm & Cozy Book of Sleep /
Friends, the television series : the official cookbook /
10% Better / [pbk.]
100 Drives, 5,000 Ideas: Where to Go, When to Go,
What to Do, What to See / [pbk
Better stretching : 9 minutes a day to greater
flexibility, less pain, and enhan
African American Poetry: 250 Years of Struggle and
Song (LOA #333) /
Little Book of Life Skills: Deal with Dinner, Manage
Your Email, Make a Graceful
150 best new cottage and cabin ideas /
Dance of Life: The New Science of How a Single Cell
Becomes a Human Being /
Doc : the life of Roy Halladay /



Large Print Books







Wiedeman, Reeves
Wilkinson, Toby A. H.
Williams, Belinda
Willink, Jocko.
Wilson, Ben, 1980-



Withington, Jan






Wolfe, Amanda
Wong, Michael.
Woods, Geraldine.
Wright, Craig M.



Wright, N. T.






Wyatt, Beth
Yee, Amanda.
Yeung, Rob.
Yogerst, Joe



Yoon, Joe



Young, Kevin.



Zammett Ruddy, Erin




Zamora Mola, Francesc.
Zernicka-Goetz, Magdalena



Zolecki, Todd



Cuomo, Andrew M., 1957-





Eyman, Scott.
Fox, Michael J.,
Lunden, Joan.





Obama, Barack.
Patterson, James, 1947Woods, Tiger.

American crisis : leadership lessons from the Covid19 pandemic /
Cary Grant : A Brilliant Disguise.
No Time Like the Future : An Optimist Considers
Why Did I Come into This Room? : A Candid
Conversation about Aging.
A promised land /
Murder of innocence : true-crime thrillers /
Untitled Tiger Woods Memoir.
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